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ELAINE: Hello from Elaine Caulker. , _And tbis week I am particrularly 
excited because we are going ·to talk about a part of Africa 
I know absolutely nothing about - the Sudan. As you ' ve 
probably heard before, it is the biggest country in the 
whole of Africa. Now, as far as I'm concerned, I real ly 
don't think an art and the size of its place · of origin have 
much to do with one another but what is important about 
the Sudan is that it stands at one of the world's most 
important cross-roads. Part of it faces the Arab World 
and part of it faces the very heartlands of Africa . 

MUSIC - 1'Badi Manzarah" by Uthman Mustafa 

Well this piece of music seems a good starting point for 
a survey of the different elements in Sudanese arts and 
we've invited I)r :Mahomed Shoush who ' s Cultural Councillor 
at the Sudanese Embassy in London to come along and sort 
out some of this for us . Mahomed, can we begin with this 
piece of music? ·what does it mean to you? 

•' 
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This piece of music is developed in the centre of the 
country and it is the kind of music which you always listen 
to on the radio, on the main radio of the Sudan~ And when
ever people talk about Sudanese songs and Sudanese music they 
in fact refer to this aired example of Sudanese music. 

Is it based from any particular area of the Sudan? 

It is mainly for the Nile valley of the centre of the Sudan 
from the people on whom the power lies and on whom the 
central government lies, the educated few wi~hin the Nile 
area. But, generally, it is considered as representative 
of the Sudan generally. 
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Well now let's try and break this down a little bit. 
What exactly does the Sudan consist of? 

I have said that this is a representative of the Sudan but, 
in fact, this is not an accurate thing because the Sudan is 
a kind of a microcosm of Africa and therefore there is a 
diversity of culture, a divers i ty of art generally. 

What I would like you to do is just lead me generally 
through the Sudan. 

The main cultural thing is Islamic and Arabic culture in 
the middle - this was where you heard the song just now -
but the Sudanese do not even speak the same language. 
outside this area in a kind of circle just around it we 
have Islamic people and to the West we have certain tribes 
which speak their own dialect, we have the Eastern group 
which have their own dialect, we have the ~astern group 
which have ·their own language called Tu Bedawie and they 
sing in that language. 

Well shall we start with the east? 

Yes. Well ·the east is inhabi tea by a group of riuslim 
tribes called the Beja and these live on the borders of 
£ritreia, of Somalialand and so on with that effect of that 
area. 

What is the country like? 

· It is on the Red Sea and it is hilly and very hard l~na 
and most of them are camel breeders - camels carry a lot 
of prestige with them - they are mainly shepherds. 

MUSIC - Hadandnan love song 

Well this is music from the east? 

-Yes. You will notice that they are using one instrument. 

Yes, what is . this •instrument? 
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The instrument is called a tambour. . And the tambour is 
one of those string instruments, very simply made. Of 
course, the language they sing in is not Arabic but a 
dialect called Tu Bedawie and the song is a. love-song. 

-The wh0le idea there is for much more rorna.nt.ie sorts ot 
songs which has developed in this ar~~ and in fact it is from 
th~ east which a lot of romantic stories emanate. There 
is the great story about "Tf3.jug'' ·:which is much more like 
the great love story of ."Rqmeo and Juliet" and "Khaiis" 
and the Arab stories. riost of tb,e_ songs which we find 
in this area are songs qf love. . ·of ·course, they have 
celebration songs and this of course applies to other 
parts of the Sudan, duri11g marriage, circumcision and 
family occasions where you have special songs. 

I think thii ~robably covers the east. 1 You will find also 
oth~r diffeient -things in the north. There you will find 
that you have the tribe of the Shayagiyya known to be much 
more artistic than the other tribes. Another tribe which 
is similar to the ones we were talking about, the Beja, are 
the Nubians. The Nubians ' like the Beja are. indigenous at 
least a lot of them think that they are an indigenous group 
before the .Arab imrdgration and. I think that this song which 
we will hear now will probably illustrate the k~nd of songs 
they do. The Nubians unlike th'e Beja are much more affected 
by the music that cos es from the north, from Egypt, since 
the Nubians live on both sides of the border. 

MUSIC - "Wedding Party" 

Yes, tbis sounds very north African to me. 

Of course, this is very much affected by North Africa since 
the Nubians are as I've said on the border and on the Hile. 
But, of ·course, the music is also ~ffected by the geographical 
kind of terrain and the Sudan has ·got also a very huge desert 
partictilarly in the west. You ~ill find that most of the 
songs there are almost like old' A}ja\) songs since they live 
in the :aeaert and the camel plays a ·grea-t. part in their 
lives. - Yotl will find th~t most of their songs do not use 
an instrtiment at all, becacise all t hat has happened is that 
a man will be on his camel for a long time from one place to 
another and he usually sings not for people to hear but 
merely to entertain himself. 

MUSIC - Camei Driver's song 

What's . he saying in a song like that? 
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Usually these soncs are very individual. They are not 
sung by any professional people at all. We don't call 
it actually a song in the Sudan we call it a dubait. rt 
is a different thing entirely from singing. It is sung 
on the camel, it is about love, about yearning for a girl 
who is waiting for him at home and that kind of thing. 
But sometimes each one will face another man withing the 
village itself and each one will say a few lines and the 
other answers b~ck with another line, and sometimes even 
the song is made up on the spot. It is a very creative 
kind of form of art but as you see it is not instrumental. 

Well seeing as we've moved slightly away from music, it may 
be a good point at which to talk about the different art 
forms you find in the different regions in ·the Sudan. What 
about oral ~oetry. 

The poetry in the Sudan, as you see in the songs, the idea 
of writing poetry for its o~m sake does .not exist, only, 
of course, in the capital where t here's the idea of writing 
poetry for somebody to read, but most of the poetry in the 
north is poetry with the idea of singing it. But the 
African you can see it in the form of sort of visual art -
in a painting - rather than you would see it in poetry. 
I would try to show that not all the west has got this kind 
of dubait as you've just heard you will find in the far 
west of the Sudan you hear a kind of music which is communal 
and much more African. 

MUSIC - Female Song 

Much more African and you will notice also t ·-;at there is 
one thi ng missing here and that is they don't depend on 
strings, they depend much more 9n the drum and on the 
collective kind of song. Here ia another song which is 
more African because we have the sounds which are very 
African,·you will hear for example this song which almost 
presents a Nilotic kind of music but you will find that it 
is purely African and very difficult to distinguish it from 
other music within East Africa. 

rmsrc - from Uganda (Zaire/Sudan border) 

How do the people in this area use their music? 
ceremonies? 

rs it for 

Yes, mostly. 
influence you· 
songs - their 
together. 

Of course t he more you go to the African 
will find a much more sort of communal type 
son~s are for the war, for when they meet 
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Ana a lot of dancing and a lot of costumes. 

Yes, a lot of dancing and, of course, colourful costumes. 
Everything that you will find in other African countries. 

Well, one thing that I want to ask you now because I really 
love the music and to go back to the kind of instrument -
the first instrument that we heard which was the tarnbour? 
Could we hear that again? 

J\'IUSIC - "Zahrata al Laylaki" 

Well this is not really the tambour that we've just heard. 
This is a kind of development from the tambour. It is a 
form of lute which has developed mainly by the influence 
of Ecypt. The new orchestration you've just seen is very 
much affected by the influence of the orchestras from Ecypt 
and it has formed a development of the tambour. 

~o you think that this is a good thing, for example, the 
first piece of music the original tambour for me was a lot 
more beautiful. 

Oh yes, it is, and in fact a lot of people prefer it. I 
myself prefer to hear the tambour. But at one time people 
felt that this was the way to achieve progress by developing 
everything within the new kind of great orchestrations, but 
now people still hear it and we have special progra~runes 
where people who want to can hear these old songs and they 
are very beautiful. 

Well, this has really been a lightning tour through the 
Sudan and just as we are ending I would like to end with 
my favourite piece of music agai11 with the original tambour. 
And I'll say goodbye and hope you will join me again next 
week for another edition of "Arts and Africa". 

MUSIC - Hadandnan love song 
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